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1. Question periode
When there is a need to communicate our results at an international
level?
What is “deontology” of publishing?
Who can be co-author?
How to estimate the extent of contribution of a co-author?
What are the main rules for the order of the co-authors?

2. Timing and partition of scientific work
The research work conducted for the solution of a given problem
can be considered to be finished only when its publication appears in a
periodical. The Table below illustrates the different stages of the
work.
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3. Identification of the journal – the Impact factor
The final format of the paper depends on the journal where you
would like to make your paper to appear (length, references, etc.).
Another important point is that the journals are not at the same
“level”, which means that the difficulty to get a paper accepted varies
from one journal to another.
The impact factor
The rank of a journal is expressed by the so-called impact factor,
which indicates how often a paper in that journal is cited in other
papers (per year). This measure - to characterize the quality (rank) of
journals - was introduced in the ‘60s.

Examples:
a. Calculation of impact factor over a period of two years in a given
year (1998) for a given journal:
A= number of articles published in 1996-97 in the journal
B= 1998 citations from all journals to articles published in 1996-97
in the given journal
D= B/A = 1998 impact factor of the journal for 2 years
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b. Calculation of impact factor over a period of five years in a given
year (1998) for a given journal:
A= number of articles published in 1993-97 in the journal
B= 1998 citations from all journals to articles published in 1993-97
in the given journal
D= B/A = 1998 impact factor of the journal for 5 years
Example for a journal, Acta Crystallograph. D:
1999 Impact factor (calculated for 1997-98): 2.24
1999 Impact factor (calculated for 1994-98): 4.84
Complete list of impact factor of Journals in 2000, see file attached.
Citation half-life:
After a certain number of years, the number of citations decreases,
because old journals are more rarely read (and more difficult to
access) than the recent ones. The citation half-life is the characteristic
time during which the number of citations for papers published in a
journal and in a given year decreases by a factor of two.

Here we give a partial list of impact ratios and citation half-life for
journals in mechanics and in materials in 1995 (over a period of 2
years):

ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL:
ENG COMPUT
INT J IMPACT ENG
COMPUT METHOD APPL M
INT J PLASTICITY
INT J MECH SCI

Impact cited halffactor life (years)
1,19
0,96
0,94
0,77
0,47

5,7
5,2
8,0
5,2
>10
3

FATIGUE FRACT ENG M
J TRIBOL-T ASME
J FLUID STRUCT
INT J FATIGUE
EXP TECHNIQUES
MECH ENG

0,40
0,39
0,37
0,35
0,22
0,07

4,4
5,5
5,0
5,4
>10

5,71
3,30
3,20
2,05
1,73
1,50
0,98
0,91
0,90
0,77
0,72
0,72
0,49
0,43
0,35
0,13

4,8
2,8
9,2
9,1
8,4
7,0
>10
5,5
5,9
5,2
8,0
4,1
>10
5,8
5,4
3,3

5,63
2,12
1,93
1,90
1,23
0,94
0,90

8,5
8,5
>10
>10
6,0
8,0
5,9

MATERIALS SCIENCE:
MAT SCI ENG R
ADV MATER
PROG MAT SCI
ACTA METALL MATER
METALL TRANS A
PHILOS MAG A
MATER SCI TECH SER
SCRIPTA METALL MATER
MECH MATER
INT J PLASTICITY
J MATER SCI
MATER LETT
J ELASTICITY
J MATER SCI LETT
INT J FATIGUE
J MAT PROCESS TECH

MECHANICS:
ANNU REV FLUID MECH
J RHEOL
J PHYS II
J MECH PHYS SOLIDS
PHILOS MAG B
COMPUT METHOD APPL M
MECH MATER
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INT J SOLIDS STRUCT
INT J PLASTICITY
COMPUT MECH
INT J FRACTURE
INT J MECH SCI
ACTA MECH
MECH COMPOS MAT

0,88
0,77
0,62
0,60
0,47
0,39
0,10

8,9
5,2
3,7
>10
>10
8,4
>10

Compare, for example, JMPS (Journal of Mechanics and Physics of
Solids) with J. Mat. Sci. (Journal of Material Science). The impact
factors are: 1.9 and 0.72, respectively. One has to estimate correctly
the significance of his subject, the value of the obtained results, their
originality, etc, in order to make a good decision.
A journal can be considered to be a good one starting from about an
impact factor of about 0.5.

Impact factors and citation half-life of journals in biology in 1996 (for
two years):
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Impact factors and citation half-life of journals in chemistry in 1996
(for two years):
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Perhaps the most important and recent use of the impact factor is in
the process of academic evaluation. The impact factor can be used to
provide a gross approximation of the prestige of journals in which
individuals have been published.
Publication fee
The publication of a paper by an author is not a business. He/she is not
payed for the paper. On the contrary, in some journals, the authors
have to pay for their paper. In most of the paying journals, the authors
are asked to contribute to the expenses of their publication volontarily.
4. Composition of a paper
What is a paper? A paper is a story. You have to present your results
in a readable way, like a story, so that each section and each sentence
is linked to each other in a logical way.
The sequence of different parts is as follows.
a. Title
b. Authors
c. Addresses of authors
d. Abstract
e. Key words
f. Introduction
g. Main sections
h. Discussion
i. Summary or conclusions
j. Acknowledgements
k. References
l. Appendices
m. Figure captions
n. Tables
o. Figures
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5. The title of the paper
Examples:
Choose the right one(s):
Effective strain rate sensitivity of a composite.
The effective strain rate sensitivity of composites
Effective strain rate sensitivity of composites
Effective Strain Rate Sensitivity of Composites
Effective Strain Rate Sensitivity Of Composites
On the effective strain rate sensitivity of composites
Effective strain rate sensitivity of the composites
Effective strain rate sensitivity
Good solutions:
Effective strain rate sensitivity of composites
Effective Strain Rate Sensitivity of Composites
On the effective strain rate sensitivity of composites
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